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Washington, D. C, March 9. By City residence. Lillis was an admirer to every crowd they saw and then member of the legislature a circular
practically unanimous vote, the sub- of the widow, it is said, and visited returned to the barn. Although Direc- and a copy of each of the publications
DARLING IN JAIL,
committee of the house naval commit- her frequently at Cudahy's home. The tor of Public Safety Clay says that thus far issued by the department of
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J. O. Darling, the baker who left Washington, D. C, March 9 The iS just crazy when he has a little
New Castle, Pa., March 9 The a manual ior directors and teachers,
here Saturday taking French leave interstate commerce commission was liquor.' " said Mrs. Cowin today,
giving the laws, form of procedure,
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manding First Infantry, Santa Fe, N.
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Lieutenant Colonel W. C. Porter-field- ,
at Lamy for La Junta has also come was over Dr. French, bolted for a to talk, as his lips were badly hatterWell as That for City Comto light It now is thought that Dar- train and Knox went to a hotel and ed. Nurses at the hospital say he has
Major Ludwig Win. Ilfeld, Major
mission Government.
E. P. Bujac, Major B. J. Viljoen.
ling expected to get out of the terri- telegraphed his wife tV come to him. not spoken since his arrival there.
Tne regimental commander will as- tory before the merchants grew un- Young Mrs. Knox was on hand in less BREAKING AVALANCHE
SnvinirfiPiri Marrh 9 Governor re- battalion commanders to battal- easy. He was known to have made than two hours. She gave evidence
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willing
stitutional convention, save an amend- JUDGE COOLEY RULES IN
By command of the governor.
but was reticent about his interview
Wellington, Wash., March 9. The N. TSCHAIKOVSKI ACQUITTED
FAVOR OF OLIVER M. LEE. with his father. From his manner it
A. S. BROOKES,
ment providing for representation, for
BRESCHKOVSKAYA CONVICTED
had not been what he ex puffing of engines fighting their way
Curry county.
Adjutant General.
evidently
up the Cascades to the westward
Will Lecture Monday Evening.
No Disfranchisement of Native Voters Special to the New Mexican.
pected.
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Nicholas
March
St.
Petersburg,
to
N. M., March 9.
A letter received today bv Judge
Alamogordo,
"I'm glad we are married," he ex cheers the people of Wellington
i
The matter of the franchise is caushAitiE' trierl on
on the east side of TsrhfliVnvRkv. whn
A. W. Cooley today decided in claimed, "of course
slides
The
Rday.
of the New
Judge
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was
no
New
my marriage
trouble as regards
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more a charee of criminal activity in the ivicAiuu Mcfie' president
M. Lee the hearing in
i big surprise to my father and the mountains have been found
says
the franchise matter having come up favor of Oliver
was
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society,
effort to have; JLee taken to St. motner in ract, a snock. But I am solid than they seemed, ana while tne (revolutionary osrganif ation,
that Professor Carroll will arrive in
in connection with the provision of the
nere
Maoame
quitted
today.
Joseph, Missouriy.ihere to answer the hoping they will forgive me and that line, is to he opened by rotaries tomorthe Beveridge bill which repeals the indictment
tried at the same time, was Santa Fe on Friday evening of this
him' in the everything will be all
or identity- row
no
are
against
brought
tiiee
prospects
before
right
Arizona election law of 1909, passed matter of certain land entries.
convicted and sentenced to be exiled. week and will make a trip to the Puye
cliff dwellings, thirty miles west of
We are going back to Provi- - inS tne foreign laborers whose bodies
long.
that
Democratic
the
of
by
legislature
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are
Santa Fe, returning Monday. In the
to
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I
brought
being
my
and
get
things
together
territory and which if allowed to
shall go to work if necessary to sup- ciates who might have identified them
evening of that day, March 14, he
stand would disfranchise a large num-he- r
will deliver a free, illustrated lecture
are showing no interest in the fate of HIK I
port my wife."
of citizens.
SIBERIAN EXILE
i
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mi
in the supreme court room at the
The interview at the secretary's their former comrades.
Admission in Summer of 1911.
home evidently was short. The young Traffic Resumed Through Nevada
capitol. Before the lecture there will
The provision giving power to Conman said he had no reason to be- - Ogden,..Utah, March 9. The traffic
held the annual meeting of the ArLINE A CO be
gress to reject the constitution, will
MORE
lieve he would hear from his father over the Union and Southern Pacific
chaeological Society.
remain. It has heen amended, howIrailroadsL which has been blocked
before leaving Washington.
ever so that Congress must reject the
TRIAL OF JAMES C. MAYBRAY
i am expecting and hoping to hear several days by wasnouts in JNevada,
constitution prior to March 1, 1911,
from him in Providence after he gets was resumed today when two through
AND ASSOCIATES BEGINS.
Will
Be
Schedule
Regular
Suffi
used to the idea of me being married," passenger trains left here ifor San
making it possible to fix definite dates Duma Refuses to Make
for completion of the state govern'Francisco. The line through Palisade
said young Knox, rather sadly.
Inaugurated in Germany
Hundreds of Witnesses From a Dozen
cient Appropriation to
The reports of a row with Dr. canon will be open today. Railroad
ment, which, as the bill now stands
States Summoned to Testify
15
on
May
Maintain System
will be In the early summer of 1911.
French, the result of which was his officials estimate the damage by
to Swindles.
There will he few, if any other
expulsion from school, young Knox floods at half a million dollars, not in
denied vigorously.
eluding the loss of business.
Council Bluffs, la., March 9. The
changes in the bill which Mr.
WILL USE ZEPPELIN BALLOONS
IS DOOMED
"Dr. French came here as my
expects to pass within a very ANOTHER
trials of James C. Maybray and more
friend," he declared, "to hem me FRANK GOULD MARRIES
short time.
than 80 others, all charged with being
HIS ACTRESS FRIEND.
straighten the thing out with my
More Hopeful Now Than Ever Before
concerned
in the extensive swindling
Be-Will
Be
Made
Daily
New York, March 9. Friend of Trips
He came down voluntarily.
f bankersi and.
"In stead of being discouraging, as Novelists and Political Writers father.
Obertween Munich and
He did not expel me or try to have me Frank Gould have received in the last
Will Be Robbed of Good
the press dispatches you seem to
leieux pans ui iue cuuuu jr vy ineaua
arrested. I resigned when I got mar- - few days information of such a na
ammergau.
of "fixed races, prize fights, wrestling
have had out here would indicate, the
Material.
ture as to cause them to load the Atried.
bouts and other similar methods" bestatehood situation is more encourag"And that's all rot about my wife lantic cables with messages consaid
ever
now
has
9. Air ship gan today.
than
The trials are of particit
been,"
March
ing
Si'
St.
March 9. The
being a shop girl. Her mother got gratulating him on his marriage to
Mr. Bursum. "In fact, barring new berian Petersburg,
ular interest because, of the promian
exile
now
fact.
lines
which
are
second
of
a
accomplished
married
time
Edith
to
an
he
whom
system
and
because
actress,
Russia,
Kelly,
conditions about which we know noth-In- has furnished the material
for scores my wife did not get along well with has been attentive some time. The Th6 first regular air navigation serv- nence of the persons who fell victims
to the swindle. A hundred witnesses
at all and which we cannot antici- of stories by historians and novelists, her
her mother rented New York World says: "She is now ice in
wil be inaugurated on from a dozen states are here to tes- Europe
pate, the statehood hill will be report- is doomed. The budget committee of separate apartments for her.
in
Paris, having reached there at the
My
ed during the present week and will the duma has struck at the root of father promised to set me up in busi- - time Mr. Gould did about five months May 15. Regular trips will be made tify. Maybray and thirteen of his as- and
from this city alternately to Starn-- sociates were brought before Judge
the system by cutting the appropria- ness when I got through college I ago.
pass the Senate with, little delay
vote.
There
a
unanimous
tion $pr the administration ctf the hope he will do it now," concluded! "The Teport of the marriage is be berg and Oberammergau. Dirigible Smith McPherson this morning. About
practically by
Is no reason to expect any opposition system to paltry $34,500.
The com- young Knox.
ing made the basis of an effort on the balloons of the Zeppelin Parsival type, thirty others have been arrested and
in the House to the Senate bill and it mittee admitted that the government
Secretary Knox and Mrs. Knox de-- ' part of the former Mrs. Gould to have driven by two motors of a hundred will be brought here as fast as the
Is probable that the measure as it has had greatly reduced the number of ciined to be interviewed and at the the divorce decree changed so as to horse power each will be used. The cases can be heard,
exiles in recent years and declared
.give herself the sole custody of her aerial carriages will accommodate 12 ' Maybray and his thirteen associates
that the system was bad and must go.
' two little children.
plead not guilty."
(Continued on Page Seven.)
passengers besides the crew.
(Continued on Page Eight)

That
to
New
statehood
bill
the
granting
Mexico and Arizona will be reported
favorably from the senate committee
on territories during the present
week, with practically all of the objectionable features of the bill removed; and that it will be passed by
the Senate without delay and with
practically a unanimous vote, this is
the very cheerful message brought to
New Mexico by Chairman H. O. Bur-suof the New Mexico Republican
committee, who arrived in Albuquerque yesterday from a stay oil several
weeks in Washington, where he has
been engaged in work with the senate
committee in connection with the hill.
It is, by long odds, the most encouraging advice as to statehood
which has been received since the
Beveridge bill went to the commit-- j
tee; for of late, the press reports as
regards the chances of the bill have
not been encouraging. Mr. Bursum
says, however, that the press reports
for some reason which he does not
understand, have not reflected the true
condition of affairs in the senate committee or in the Senate and that, instead of being discouraging, the outlook has never been so certain for success of the .enabling act.
In addition practically all of the
provisions of the Beveridge bill, to
which objection has been made, have
heen eliminated.
No Legislature in 1911.
The provisions for the regular election in 1910, for territorial and county officers, which would have brought
four general elections within a period
of twelvejraonths, have been eliminated and under the bill as it now stands,
officers elected in 1908 will hold over
until the completion of the state government, while there will be no legislature in 1911.
The reservation by the government
of power to control unappropriated irrigation waters and of supervision
over power sites, to which general objection has been made, has been removed entirely.
Will Take Care of Debt.
There is still some question as to
the amount of land which will be appropriated for caring for the territorial and county debt. The new state
will be required to take care of the
railroad aid bonds outstanding against
Santa Fe and Grant counties. It is certain that sufficient land will he appropriated to care for these bonds. How
much additional has not been determined by Mr. Bursum believes the
appropriation will he generous.
Albuquerque, N. M., March
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Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

The winter winds came

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

Headache
Tablets
STRIPLING BURROWS
was

The rocks were a vision of bleak

And never a note of old Boreas' roar;
For Love was my guest,
And a guest so warm

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

ering dark;

But deep in my soul was no trace ot

the night,

For deep in my heart was a harvest of
light;
For Love was niy guest,
And a guest so gay
I saw but the flowers
On the dark highway.

Goods.
MANUFACTURER

Love is a guest that will kill all
care,
And Love is immune to all dark
O

JEWELER

despair.

ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KIND SOP VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
CANON
ROAD

J. D. MULLIGAN
Given Careful
Personal Attention
i

ppn ion
office
FHOJNK,
DONE.

leal
MlotAlfaChickens

TRY OUR

Also Good
SOLE AGENTS

REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,

International Stock Food
flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeis
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

namIIMMB33IMIilBUUBKMIM

EI

DIAMONDS

a

Qa

YONTZ

WATCHES
9

MANUFACTURER OF

RichtPric..

Right Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FILIGREE

by Mo- Date Methods

q ;VCLKT
Cut Class. China and Silverware

l1 345 San Francloco St.

SANTA FE,

JS

JSJSJSJSSJSJSXSSSiSCJSJS

'
PHONE

36

FOR HALF A, CENTURY
THE LEADING
HOUSE

j

P. O. BOX 219

DFY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

"The Test."

Ideal Days Continue Fair tonight
and tomorrow the weather bureau
pxeiljcts.
Today was again clauu
less. Last evening the relative hu
midity was only 17 per cent. The
maximum temperature yesterday was
61. degrees, the minimum 37 degrees.
A year ago today there was a trace of
snow and partly cloudy weather, the
sunshine average having been 41 per
cent. The maximum temperature was
:!4 degrees and the minimum 15 de-- !
grees. A snow flurry at night was
i
followed by a high east wind.

BUILDERS HARDWARE

j

(Continued on Page Eight.)
OBITUARIES.

Mrs. Frances Morrell.
been received here of the
News
has
gleam
death of Mrs.' Frances Morrell at Red
Where Love is a guest
Oaks. Iowa. Mrs. Morrell was the
There will come ho fear,
mother of Mrs. L. F. Jones and the
And the darkest ways
grandmother of Mrs. Donizetta Wood,
to
Cheer!
Are the Roads
both of whom are well known in Santa Fe and now are living in San
Death of Pioneer Jiian A. Bernal, Francisco. Mrs. Morrell was 81 years
a New Mexico pioneer living on the of age and was a native of New York
Sanguijuela, near Las Vegas, died yes- state.
Earl Stratton.
terday at the age of 87 years.
Earl Stratton, aged 2G years, died
Sowing Seed for Forest Trees The
forest service is sowing seed on top here Monday night. He came here
of the snow at the head of the Galli eleven weeks ago suffering with tubernas canon, in order to reforest the culosis and his case was too desperate to admit of a cure. He was a resiwatershed of that stream.
and was
Freight Wreck Delayed Santa Fe dent of Illinois City, Illinois,
Trains A freight wreck at Azul be- unmarried. The remains will probtween Las Vegas and Raton, night be- ably be sent to Illinois for interment.
George Cohoes.
fore last tied up Santa Fe train No,
George Cohoes, aged 33 years, died la
9 from the east for three hours.
of lung trouble yesterday. He came a
Death of Two Children at Albuquer
here from Chicago five years ago and
Alexandrine
Elizabeth, four was a collector for Theodore Corrick.
que
old
of
Mr.
Mrs
and
year
daughter
T ftnie WT
T1ol.- - rlln,! of AlKi.n...vn,.A He made many friends here and he
possessed a genial disposition despite
Edna, the two year old his
yesterday.
steadily failing health. The ardaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Old- rangements
for the funeral have not
ham, was also claimed by death.
yet been announced.
Santa Fe Promotions W. E. Wil
son, at present cruet clerk to W. S.
TWO TRUE BILLS BY
Clark, the Santa Fe agent at Deming,
VALENCIA GRAND JURY.
has been appointed city contracting
agent for the road in El Paso to succeed W. A. Cameron, who has been One of Burglary and Larceny and the
Other for Assault with Intent
promoted to a position as traveling
to Kill.
agent.
$100

FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

X

y

V

:
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NAILS.

Screws

j

Undertaker and Embalmer

SATISFACTORILY

Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED

$

stream
That lightens the soul with a lustrous

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.

AND

JS

temperature.

Measure

j

And Love is a cure for the lack of
gold,
And Love is a screen from the winter's
cold,
And Love is the source of a golden

Sods S ecds

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

Mexico: Generally fair tonight
and Thursday with stationary

Colo.,

Made to

11118.118

Every garment made to

Miss Walsh Coming Here Miss
Blanche Walsh is known to New York
thoater-goer- s
as an actress who has
never had a failure. She made her
on the stage in the
The mists hid the sun from the sight first appearance
"Twelfth
in
role
Night" at
leading
of the day,
of sixteen and scored such a
the
age
And over the world was a shadow of
a
success she immediately became
gray.
she is recognized as one
star.
Today
All hushed was the song then of the
of all emotional
of the greatest
caroling lark,
American actresses. She will be seen
And the earth lay chilled in the gath- .tt
the Elks' theatre Tuesday night in

8

IOC

oitv Tnmne
forecast

a

That I cared not a jot
For the trumpeting storm!

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

AT C

CO.

X

Weather

O

I

Suits, Skirts,' Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

March 9.
for New

Denver,

mis-

ery;
But never a chill entered in at my

J!
LflUICS

COMPANY

1

sea

No. 40

CALL AjlD SEE FOR YOURSELF

AIR

Measure

The rivers froze up, and down by the

door,

1Q
1J

Ai;iunD

cast.

I

8

Made to

with their

withering blast,
And over the world an

inter Grocery Co.

PICTURE

Incorporated 1903.

GIN BROS.

Dr. Shoop's

reach;
For Love was my guest,
And a guest so fair
That I didn't e'en hear
Mr. Wolf out there!

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

VVT
RESIDENCE
NIGHT PHONE uu

Established 1856.

9, 1910.

i

Pansy

rTTWUD

PAIN

Pain In the head pain anywhere, has its canse.
WHERE LOVE IS.
Fain is congestion, pain is lood pressure nothing
else
usually. At least, so says Dr. Khoop, and to
(Blakeney Grey in "Success
nrnvft it he has created a little Ttinlt tablet. That
tablet called Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablet- rcoaxes blood pressure away from pain centers.
The wolf came along and he sat by Itseffectischarming,
pleasingly delightful. Gently,
though safely, it surely equalizes the blood circu.
my door,
lation.
And he scratched and he howled with
If you have a headache. It's blood pressure.
If it's painful periods with women, same cause.
a terrible roar
If you are sleepless, restless, nervcus, it's blood
That surely is a
pressure.
That waked the neighbors, but spite congestion forblood
Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
certainty,
of his din
it in W minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
unnatural blood pressure.
He never was heard by the dwellers theBruise
your ringer, and doesn't it get red, and
within ;
swell, and pain you? Of course it does. It's con.
blood pressure. You'll find it where pain
gestion.
For spite of his yowl, and in spite of
It's simply Common Sense.
We Bell at 25 cents, and cheerfully recommsad
his screech,
I sat there inside quite outside of his

Imperial
Jersey Cream

PHONE
BLACK

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

1
g
P

N. M.

requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer one Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,

Two true bills were returned by the
Valencia county grand jury at Los
Lunas yesterday, one indicting Sere-fin- o
Mireles for burglary and larceny
and the other charging Meximino
Montano with assault with intent to
kill. Several other cases are still to
be considered by the grand jury and
it Is not likely it will be discharged
before Thursday.
In the district court the entire day
was? taken up in an effort to secure a
jury competent to sit in the case of
the Territory vs. Victor Telles, indicted in 1903 for murder. It is alleged that Telles shot and killed a man
In Ketner, in 1903. He was convicted
for manslaughter at the last term of
court, but was granted a new trial. It
is expected that the trial of the case
will begin this morning.
TO CURE A

Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

COlD IN ONE

Builder has a good reputation If he uses good builders' hardware In
in the Houses he builds.
hardware has the best reputation, because the best buildQurersbuilders'
come to our store to buy their supplies.
do'we keep coarspRoods foiheavy building, but the very finest
Jotonly
materials for finishing the insldes of flue houses,
I'hono

No. 14.

We have it.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

oai

Phone

No.

14,

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILL03

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliDg,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

fSMSttfTSZE?.
85

Telephone

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Ldras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

ASK FOR A

sample

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room
Does

DAY

HiwARECu!

If it's Hardware

a general

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists refund money if it fallsonto cure
W E. GKOVK'S
each
signature Is
25c.

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

ABSTRACT

,

RE ALE STATE and INSURANCE

business.

on Santa Fe Real Estate
ftftft ftrt to
:
i
U,UUU.UU at low rate of interest

4t 9ft.

Box,

PHONF 213

Chapped
Hands

The roughness and redness of chapped skin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

1

Zook's

Pharmacy
Located in Claire Hotel
WEST Sll)V j'LAZA

II
11
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EVER WATCHFUL

hours, 12 and 1G hours a day, and in
one case 3" hours at a stretch. The
PREPARING FOR
witnesses assembled on one day looked like a contingent from an old
home, so many there were
END OF WORLD soldiers'
who had lost legs, arms or fingers. Attorneys for the railroads asked the
witnesses if the automatic couplers
had not greatly reduced the number
Topic of "John, the Unafraid,' of
accidents, and most of the men asthe New Book That Is
serted that while the device made
you.
coupling much easier it made uncoupCreating a Furore
They watch the kidneys and cure
more difficult and dangerous than
ling
when
sick.
them
they're
the
old
link and pin system.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo Street, SanJohn, the Unafraid.
ta Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a CHEWING GUM SPOILS BEAUTY
is the daily greetng of Chicago
It
pleasure to corroborate the public
men who have won a national reputastatement I gave in favor of Doan's
tion in the public service to point at
Killed
Chi
in
Kidney Pills about seven years ago. Sixty Switchmen
one another and say: "Did you write
I found them to be an excellent remcago Railroad Yards Within
it?" For a mysterious book, "John,
edy and I have never hesitated to
Thirteen Months.
the Unafraid," startling in its chalvouch for their merit since then when
of social and religious institulenge
an opportunity has presented itself.
For two years I was in bad shape from
Chicago, March 9. Xow it is "shave tions, has appeared, the author of
backache and kidney trouble and daily," a new rule of employers in which i; anonymous except that the
when Doan's Kidney Pills were Chicago which leaves small comfort publishers, McClurg & Co., identify
brought to my notice, I resolved to for the lazy man or careless one and him as "a Chicagoan who has attained
try them. I procured a box at Strip- which ought to make glad the hearts high rank in public service and whose
ling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and of King C. Gillette and others invent- name is known from one end of the
they not only drove away the back- ors of "safety" shaving. One rule has country to the other." The first pubache, but regulated the passages of followed another until what once were lic guesses as to the author were
the kidney secretions and toned up considered personal prerogatives as Judges Landis and Grosscup. Sus- my entire system. When my back to habits of life outside of the depart- - Picion now rests with Chief Justice
has bothered me during the ast two nient store or office have been wiped Fuller, Secretary of the Treasury
and a half years, I have at once tak- out by employers. The requirements MacVeagh, Governor Deneen, Secreen Doan's Kidney Pills and they have of dress and appearance each year tary of War Dickinson, Carter H.
never failed to bring the desired re- are becoming more rigid on the Harrison. William J. Calhoun and
lief."
Dunne.
that a concern makes a poor others, including
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 theory
when its representative "John, the Unafraid," is a kind of soappearance
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
does and so even the one day's beard cial gospel. In a style which is clasNew York, sole agents for the United
is under the ban. Marshall Field was sic in its simplicity and directness, it
:States.
one of the first sticklers for neatness. tells the story of a life of a prophet
Remember the name Doan's and
He followed the rule personally and and leader of men. His ministry betake no other.
once said: "The fine strong, clean ginsso runs the story when the
young man there is no resisting his new plant is seen in the sky, and it
Notice for Publication.
power." In defense of the rule requir- is ascertained by astronomers that it
(Serial 03731. Not coal land.)
months collide with
ing employes to shave daily a cor- 'will in forty-twDepartment of the Interior,
In the midst
and
the
earth.
not
destroy
"We
said:
are
manager
poration
TJ. S. Land Office.
of
and
the
consternation
serpanic
general
requiring our men to go to any
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 19, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon ious expense, and business getting is John, the Unafraid appears, going
from one man to another, quieting his
Sandoval, of Cow Springs, (P. O. a matter of brains and appearance. If
and biding him to go back to
fears
would
no
I
salesman
had
March
29,
my way,
Lamy), N. M., who, on
work. In this way he builds up a
1904, made homestead entry (Serial ever get within the outer door of this
N office unless he was decently clean "Church of the Brotherhood" and ef-SE
'03731) No. 7871, for SE
Sec. 1, T. and properly shaved." The pressure fects a reform of mankind; and his
SW
NE
SE
M.
N.
11
P. Meridian, of business in the city which requires teachings and preachings constitute
13 N.. R.
E.,
lias filed notice of intention to make men to form instant judgment upon the book.
final five year proof, to establish people is one explanation of the de-- . Chewing Gum Causes Loss of Beauty.
claim to the land above described, be- mand for neatness in personal appear-Loss of women's beauty now is
fore the register and receiver, TJ. S. ance, even to the matter of shaving, charged against chewing gum, the
land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the As men make up their minds about statements of a lecturer to the Chi14th day of April, 191U.
a stranger at first glance, the argu- cago women's clubs having been conClaimant names as witnesses:
ment is logical that no house can firmed by nerve specialists and health
Eulogio Sandoval, Victoriano Gar- afford to have its representatives or authorities who condemn the habit,
cia, Francisco Sandoval, Filiberto salesmen lacking in the attractiveness although many of them chew gum
3Iartinez, all of Lamy, N. M.
that goes with cleanliness and well themselves. The constant facial exMANUEL R. OTERO,
groomed appearance. With business ertion, upon the eternal quid is said
Register. reasons so decided on the daily shav- to overdevelop muscles and change
t
ing habit it is predicted that the un- the facial contour in a way that naNOTICE OF SALE.
sightly stubble of the unshaven man ture never intended. If these authoriNotice is hereby given that on the 22nd will go the way of the full beard and ties can be believed neither Hebe nor
1908, Deputy Collector Frank
day of Octoberseized
at Pearce, Arizona, 4 Vi other hirsute decorations which in the Venus chewed gum, not even spruce
R. Orandall,
bottles of whiskey.
six
and
quarts
pints above described
which in those days was handy
The
property having cities are becoming rare. Nothing gum
been seized for violation of Section 6 Act so ipotent as business rules and de- and which would wear out as the modMarch 3, 1897.
out of popu- ern chicle will not do. One of the
Any person claiming the above describ- mand drove whiskers
ed property is required to make such claiii', larity.
worst evils laid to gum is due to its
to
in compliance with law, the undersigned,
durability, which Tesults in the prac-- I
Uncle Sam's Granary.
within thirty -days from the first publication
of this noticeH, P.BARDHAR
of sticking the quid on the furnitice
Collector.
No solution of Uncle Sam's predicaand wood work to (be used
ture
ment, with 'bread consumption in- with its accumulation of dirt. again,
It is
has
creasing faster than wheat supply,
author!
medical
a
the
all
fallacy,
say
LIKE
HACK
been offered to controvert the prewho (were foregathered in con
diction of James A. Patten of Chicago, ties,
From
when he left for Europe that we soon
or digestive purpose. It does harm
must look to Canada for our grain.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
instead of good. They say the treHe said that within five years produc- mendous task
of the salivary glands
Meets Both North South tion will not equal consumption,
that
to
with all day gum
keep
going
in our extravagance we throw away chewer is
Bounds Trains.
doubtless of sercause,
the
almost
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol more food than would supply
ious
trouble,
although the
digestive
will we
the north bound train and arrives at any other country. "Where
on this subdoctors
disagree
seriously
get our wheat then?" Mr. Patten was
'Taos at 7 p. m.
others.
Commissioner
as
well
as
Manito- ject
Ten miles shorter than any other asked. "From Canada, from
tobacco in
Al- of Health Evans uses no
'Saskatchewan.
and
Alberta
ba,
way. Good covered hack and good
his
hut
form,
working
jaws
any
keeps
will
soil
berta is an empire. Its virgin
.teams.
vigorously on chewing gum. Some of
500,000,000
,
if
necessary
produce,
the most noted Writers are said to use
TJa.iaa.g' dcna to LCafea Fas :
Xuaiy
this
Comfortablo.
substitute for any stimulant or
wsng-ofigures explain the tremendous rate, a narcotic which,
according to their
of construction work being done by
found previously
temperament,
they
the Canadian Pacific, the Canadian useful.
in
Northern and Grand Trunk Pacific
The Traveling Triangle.
the western provinces of Canada.
which
The "traveling triangle"
"The wheat situation in this country,
Arch Masons of Toronto sent
Royal
is concerned, to
so far as production
Chicago on its trip around the
1
n, TO.ttr nQrinilQ ' fill OCT? fill
world with stops at Buffalo, Cleveland,
j
five
within
make the prediction. that
Detroit and Indianapolis, will next g
nr.
naAnla
thie
.". flMlTltrVj Will W MilwmiVoo
onrt St T.,!0
pcuixp
The fir
jccua
'I a I
XJVUlUl
with
suppliant cuit of the j aUU will be made in
go to Washington and
globe
hands demand that the duty on wheat five to seven
and the emblem
be taken off. And they will get their will be receivedyears
in
state
by the prinrequest," he added. The concern over cipal lodge of the Royal Arch Masons
the prospective dearth of wheat sup- of the
world, of which there are 41
ply is shown by the effort which the grand
The triangle is of gold
chapters.
grain exchanges of the United States and enamel, worked in intricats deare considering to increase the
sign of maple leaves, emblematic of
YOUR CALL FOR A CARRIAGE
crops by systematic education of Canada, and with shamrock referring
will be promptly answered whenever the producers in better methods and
to the name of the lodge sending i'..
you choose to make it. If you want conservation of soil.
In each corner in a Masonic figure,
to catch a very early train or meet a
Veritable Slaughter Pen.
and in the base bar forming one side
very late one you can have a rig
Even railway officials in Chicago are of the triangle is a keystone with Ma
FROM THIS LIVERY iSTABLE.
astounded at the hazard and long
lettering.
Hanging by two
Just say what you want and when hours of switchmen's lives as revealed sonic
into the center i a figchains
go'den
our
service
will
and where, and
livery
by the hearing before the state board ure of St. Patrick, surrounding it behe at your command. You couldn't of arbitration. The "death strips" bethe lines of the lodge s seal.
have better if you owned the biggest tween cars on sidetracks which were ing
private stable you know of. And at a found to be as narrow as six to 18 WOMEN TAKE LESSON IN
mere fraction of a private stable's ex- inches and records of the coroner's
THRIFT FROM FRENCH WIFE.
pense.
office that 60 switchmen were killed in
thirteen months in the Chicago yards Chicago Society and Club Matrons
ILLUMS 4 RISING
Take Leadership in Reform of
made less impression than the records
American Wastefulness.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
showing continuous service for long
Little Care Will Save Many Santa
Fe Readers Future Trouble.
Watch the kidney secretTons.
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
The discharges not excessive or infrequent;
Contain no "brick-dus- t
like" sediment.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for
A

New MctJco Military Institute
a

I

REST AND

l'

PEACE

alleviation of her
and disfigured
infant is to be found in
warm baths with
skin-tortur-

1--

SOODY'S

FARE

.,,.,

xip$5.00
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per-acr- e

PARISIAN CLENINQ & DYE WORKS
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING- WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
LADIES

AND

GENTS CLOTHES

OLD HATS MADE NEW.

SATISFACTION

WE ALSO CLEAN

GUARANTEKD.

Phone 132 Red.

GOWNS,

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES,

.y

OPERA
GLOVES

TIES, PARASOLS, ETC.
'

PRICES REASONABLE

East Side Plaza:

IKJba

J.

m

I
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CUTICURA

0J0 CALIE'iTE

HOT SPRINGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
been throughly tested by the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiles west has
miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
Affections.
Scrofula.
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
very dry and delightful
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
These w?1ers contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkalir-- salts to the gallon, being address:
located in

e

Bar-anc- o

SOAP
And

gentle anointings
with Cuticura Ointment.

,

.

fit

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on ihe beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
lttie rain or snow during session.
EleveD Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
cdjind modern Ir- all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
."For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Superintendent.
-

that the fondest of
mothers desires for the
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upon distracted
households when
Cuticura enters.
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Foster-Milbulr-

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of th 8outhwtt"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

e

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo
much animation in sewing circle and
literary club meetings the country
over, is uppermost also with women
of society life in Chicago. For their
solution they have turned to the foreign housewife, who particularly in
the matter of meats has exact knowledge, using many cuts which the
American housewife has paid little
attention to chuck steak, rump roast
and cuts for delectable dishes so little used in America.
'Ut is ipon these
of
household management that the famous French cookery is based," said
Mrs. Hobart Chatfield-Taylowho has
lived many years abroad. "Even the
poor French families are accustomed
to sit down every day to meals that
may justly be called artistic. That is
because the housewives know how to
utilize materials from which our
housekeepers would not consider it
possible to prepare a delicate meal.
They have reduced domestic catering
to a science, which is just what our
women are being encouraged to learn
by this competition."
r,

"The French housekeepers waste
absolutely nothing. That is the secret
of their economy," said Mrs. Charles
Henrotin. "There is no garbage collection in Paris, because there is no
kitchen refuse. The pot au feu is always on the back of the stove, and
everything that is not used goes into
that. When the last vestige of nutriment has been abstracted from bones
they burn them for lime to feed the
canaries. They use the desiccated re
mains of vegetables for fuel.
"Artists' wives who try the American style of housekeeping in Paris
soon find that it won't do," said Lo- rado Taft, the famous sculptor. "They
have to get down to brass tacks and
learn how to run a kitchen. Then
everything is easy. It is simply the
scientific kitchen management of the
French that makes it cheaper to live
there than in the United States."
"I don't know exactly what the
meals are made from," said Ralph
Clarkson, "but I know that they are
substantial and eminently eatable. I
don't think I ever saw such a thing
as a porterhouse steak in Paris, but
I have eaten lots of things that are
just as good. The difference is when
you come to pay the bills. Ah, the
good old days It seems to an American whose wife has mastered the
French system that he is getting his
living for nothing. We'll all be
glad when they learn it here."

Chicago, March 9. Women of
and club life in Chicago have tak- en seriously to the study of the house-ihol- d
thrift of France and other for
eign countries where famous cookery
has been deyeloped by the wholesome
hatred of waste that is characteristic
among rich and poor. To the solving
of prevailing high prices they are
marshaling new standards, upsetting
false pride against prudent marketing
and blazing the way for a great
American reform in household economies.
This will he the subject discussed
at special meetings of the Chicago
Woman's Club, the Alliance Francaise
The same
and other organizations.
subject, "What do you use instead ot
porterhouse steaks at these awful j
prices," which is discussed with so

ells Fargo

Proorietor.

Caliente. Taos. County

k

N M

Compen

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO.

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY. ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt

LIVERY STABL
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSOFI

SPECIAL . .firm o, minrtAinnninn SPECIAL
JunulJk, u jumunvii Liiujju
SALE
SALE
Ale have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

CtlfETS
Better
than ever.

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.M. CERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
Santa F, N. M.
Catron Block

J
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THE WAY TO BUILD ROADS.
The board of county commissioners
of Eddy county, in Captain E. P. Bu-ja- c
has the right kind of material
for its chairman. Captain Bujac is a
Not the kind
good roads advocate.
that believes in spending each year's
road income in a haphazard way just
so it is spent and spread over the
largest possible area, but one who believes in substantial and systematic
work, the spending of all the funds on
a portion' of road so that it may be
well built, rather than over many
miles so as to make a temporary

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

THE NEW MEXICAN
a ir wai TER.

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Daily, six months,

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
'y per week by carrier
75
per month, Ly carrier
.65
mail
by
month,
per
Daily,
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

by mail ....$3.75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It
i showing.
Says the El Paso Herald:
and
c'xculatl)
a
has
and
growing
large
every postofflce in the Territory,
the Southwest.
"Captain E. P. Bujac, the recently
among the intelligent and progressive people of
appointed chairman of the board of
county commissioners, is conducting
for good
an aggressive, campaign
roads. He is now preparing to rebuild
the road between this city and the
j
THE MATTER OF TAXATION.
A DIFFICULT THING TO PROVE,
complains country to the east. The mat
The Albuquerque Journal, in
Commander Robert E. Peary politeNew
of
the
an
on
editorial
ter has been taken up with the Santa
his menting
ly, but firmly, declines to submit
one view of the assess- Fe railroad with the view of having
gives
Mexican,
proofs that he discovered the North, ment and. taxation situation. The
the 12 miles of sand treated with a
:Pole to Congress, giving as an excuse editorial is probably by H. B. Hening,
of crude oil. The stretch of
his contract with a publishing firm who is a member of the New Mexico coating
subhas
sand
always been a barrier be- that prevents him from doing so in tax commission and has given the
and
study. twent this city and the plains country
good faith. The excuse undoubtedly ject considerable thought
and has been the means of diverting
is a valid one, but it will bar him He says:
from the title and rank of rear admir"And some of the wiseacres insist a major portion of the trade from that
al that Congress was disposed to be- that there is nothing wrong with our section of the country to other trad
stow upon him, and in the minds of present system of taxation. The dis- ing points. At a recent meeting of
the great public there will linger a crepancy between the real value and ithe Carltsbad; Commercial duty a
shadow of a doubt about the discover- the assessed value of our property is committee was appointed to solicit
er's performance. However, Command- probably not as great as it would ap- funds for the purpose of assisting the
er Peary deserves recognition and pear from the insurance figures given county in rebuilding this road. Alhonor from Congress for his exploits above, but it is a well known fact that ready over $1,000 has been subscribed
previous to those of the discovery of taking the territory as a whole our and paid in, which is now available
the North Pole. Says the Youth's property is not returned for taxation for the work and, with the funds
h
of its actual which will be given by the county, it
Companion:
at more than
"Commander Peary of the navy is value by actual value, we mean what is thought the road will be put in first
class condition."
one of a long line of explorers whom it would bring under the hammer
conseinevitable
have
one
of
the
and
and
American
as
navy
the
army
The New Mexico Horticultural So
produced. The proposition to reward quences, New Mexico is credited by
meet and organize for
him for his discovery of the North the world at large as possessing just ciety should
without
the
any delay. There
year
as much actual, substantial
Pole and for his other arctic explora- one-fift- h
should be an excellent fair and it is
is
and
she
a
as
wealth
him
really possesses,
tions by making
none too early to begin preparations.
on the retired list, which received the charged by the world with .levying a
There are other matters too, that are
is
of
her
of
the
tax upon the property
people, even more
Senate,
unanimous approval
Under modern
pressing.
in line with the policy of other na- just five times as great as she actually
should be
methods, arrangements
to
raise
the
we
because
have
does levy,
tions toward those who increase
made for the protection of the fruit
world's stock of knowledge. Indeed, just so much money to support the
against frost, and for the destruction
Commander Peary was honored by government, and by whatever amount of insects by spraying.
The society
learned societies abroad with greater we discount the value of our property is the proper medium for getting the
enthusiasm and spontaneity than by on the assessment roll, by just so best information as to different meththe similar societies of his own coun- much in proportion must we increase ods of protection, and various substances for spraying;- - Samples should
try. The form of the honors which the per cent of the tax levy. .,
Congress will confer on him was not
"For illustration: Under our pres- be exhibited and information dissemi
disclosed when this was written, al- ent twenty per cent assessment we nated. This is the proper work of the
though opposition to concurrence in have to levy a tax of about seven dol- society, and its headquarters should
the action of the Senate had develop- lars on the hundred, which, causes be filled with circulars, pictures, moded in the House of Representatives.
strangers to regard this as one of the els showing the most improved metha
"Lieutenant Wilkes set out in 1838, poorest places for investment in the ods. It should have reorganized
in command of a squadron of six ships, United States, and they are thereby month ago and every day that passes
to explore the south seas. He discov- effectually frightened away. On the now is a loss.
ered what he believed was the antarc- other hand, were the property reThere is another daily exchange to
tic continent, was honored abroad, but turned at its actual value, the busireceived little or no recognition at ness world would give the territory read if one wants to keep track of
home for his achievements. Greely, credit for possessiong three hundred what is going on in New' Mexico, for
whose "expedition of 1881 reached the millions" of solid wealth, ' instead of the Las Vegas Daily Star is now
farthest north at that time, did not only sixty millions, as at present, and twinkling in the newspaper sky and
even receive substantial promotion the necessary tax levy, instead of be- judging by its rays it is not the least
until three years after he was rescued ing seven dollars on the hundred, in the firmament. But the Optic has
absorbed so many rays before this,
by the expedition under Commander would be one dollar and forty cents
that the New Mexican hates to pre-or the difference between having dict a
Schley.
life than that of the
father-in-la( "John
C. Fremont, whose
the heaviest tax and the lightest tax comet oflonger
1910 for the new twinkler.
was one of the most influential of any place in the country, and the
the ten pages printed on
leaders in the Senate, was promoted value of that difference, to the com- However, look
Saturday
good to the eye and
in
the
his
for
in the army
explorations
munity, in the way of attracting new the editorial reads well, and if sucZcbu-loRocky mountains. But Captain
people and new capital can hardly be cess always followed deserving in
M. Pike, who explored the Missis- estimated.
the newspaper world, then the Star
sippi valley and other parts of the
"And yet the man who makes an would make lots of money for its pubLouisiana purchase, merely received
honest return on his property would lishers and will wield great influence.
the thanks of Congress.
not be required to pay one cent more
"Many other officers wearing the in taxes than he pays now. The man
Order shade trees and rosebushes!
American uniform have added greatly who owns a land
If
each householder in the city were
he
which
for
grant
to the world's store of geograpr.'.cal
to take two millions, but to plant only one tree and one rose
refuses
ki'owledge. The government lias usu- which he returns for taxation at bush each, year, Santa Fe would soon
ally treated them as if their services fifty thousand, would very likely have be a bower of beauty. Such an easy
were part of their regular work.
to
a good deal more, but he is thing to do, and affording a chance
order things differently one pay
'They
of the men for whom the law to every one to do something for the
abroad. Political, military and sciencommunity while doing something
would be made.
tific achievement is rewarded by titles,
himself. A good beginning would
for
"Of course, there is nothing that can be made
and sometimes by grants of money.
by interesting the school
now toward the bringShackleton, who almost reached the be done just
children,, planting school
gardens
south! pole, is already a knight. The ing about of such a reform in our and with these as a center of influ
United States cannot confer a title methods of taxation, except to talk ence for civic beauty, this old town
on Peary, but surely the government about it, but the preliminary consid- would soon grow to be as beautiful
should do what it can in recognition eration is one of the most essential as its surroundings.
elements in every work of Teform, and
of his presistence and success."
this is the time for that part of the
These skeletons in
the closets,
to be done. Let the press of the skeletons of a wild life or hidden sins,
According to the annual report of work
the United States mint just out for territory keep constantly before the rattle ominously and will not stay
1909,: New Mexico in 1908 produced people from now till the time of the quiet even after the chief actor has
more gold than the Philippine Islands next legislature, the popular demand left the earthly stage. While SenaIt for better methods of taxation, and tor Piatt's flower covered coffin was
famed, ,.fQC,tie,ir gold production.
'''
JrSucea ifittfTgold than all the South the commission, form of government, being carried to his old home, a
woman who claims to be legally marAppalachian states and more than and there will be no reason to doubt
twice as much silver as South Dakota. that both measures will be put into ried to him although he acknowledged
another to be his wife, is sending out
However, there was a loss as compar- the form of law."
threats of contests for the Senator's
ed with the year 1907, for the report
The straight, honest and
million dollars, to complete fortune.
Thirty
says:
"The gold product of New Mexico the irrigation works now under con- temperate life, after all, is better than
for 1908 was $306,300, against $330,-Wt- st! uction by the reclamation service the accumulation of great riches or
attainment of high position.
in 1907, showing a decrease of is certainly not an exorbitant sum in
sums alvast
the
with
comparison
$23,700. The silver output by the
for river and harbor The Democratic Moriarty Messen
mines of New Mexico for 1908 was ready expended t
It must.be remem-tere- ger thinks highly of Governor Mills
improvemenets.
400,900 fine Ounces, as against 599,500
for it says: "Governor Mills was in
cent of those
that
every
in 1907, showing a loss of 198.600 fine
is to be paid back to Uncle augurated Monday and in his address
ounces."
outlined his policies to the satisfac
Sam by the people who will be
Nevertheless there were only ten
benefited while for the river tion of all we hope. We believe that
states and territories that produced ard harbor
not a cent the new governor enters office with
more gold and only eight states that is recoveredimprovements
into the federal treas- clean hands and that the wisdom of
produced more silver than New Mexi- ury. The House can do no better than Taft's choice will be apparent as time
co in 1908. From deep mines New
t) follow the example of the Senate passes. That Mills is one of the most
Mexico produced in that year 13,330 and vote the loan of $30,000,000 to capable men in the territory, no one
ounces of gold and from placer mines the cause of reclamation.
doubts, and the territory is certain
1,122 ounces. Silver it produced 364,-48- 8
of having the best that the man can
ounces from silicious ores, 15,788
"If Charles W. Morse would tell give."
ounces from lead ores and 27,768 what he knows," said one man to the
ounces from copper ores.
Associated Press yesterday, "a dozen
The testimony of Gifford Pinchot
eminent financiers would take passage before the Senate committee revealFrom' all accounts the Denver and to Europe at once." It's a goodthing ed nothing, established nothing, provRio Grande railroad branch now be- that people, including newspaper men, ed nothing.
It was much like the
ing built through the Costilla grant do not tell all they know. But what charges that are occasionally made
In Colorado from Fort Garland, will about the meij and the women who against public men in New Mexico,
cross the New Mexico boundary this by telling moiVrlhan they reaflt know basM' on gofesip, hearsay and insinusummer and may be built as far south wreck reputations and homes?
ations but without a basis of fact.
as Questa. From there to Taos will
be but a comparatively small stretch.
The editor of the Des Moines SwasThe multiplication of strikes is
That It too will be built is certain tika addresses ten interrogatories to one of the certain signs that prosperiand its completion will mean a new the editor of the New Mexican. The ty has returned to the country. When
era for the most fertile and most advertising value of the New Mexican times are hard no sane man goes on
beautiful valley, excepting that of is evidently appreciated considering strike, he is too glad to have a job at
the nature of the. bid made for it "
Santa Fe, In New Mexico. :
.
any price,
j

one-fiift-

rear-admir-

TO AND

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

.

.

try

ELK'S THEATRE
TUESDAY '.MARCH 15
One of the most sensational hits ever produced on
the America stage New-YorHerald.

Blanche Walsh
In Her New Play

THE TEST
It is

a play that should be
seen by every man, woman
and child in every walk of
life. New York World.
Seats

on Sale

R.

J,

L,

A. BDGBES,

President.

PALEK.

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
FRAE McRAKE, Assistant Cashier.

irs f National lank
OF SANTA FE

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

ansacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
5 private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
5 per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
5 advances made on
consignments of, livestock and products.
5 The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
2 and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects,
2 as is consistent with
safety and the principles of sound banked ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
2 public is respecfully solicited.
v
-

;

Ky Jules Eckert Goodman

at Fischer's Drug
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PflLfiCE HOTEL

Store, Saturday Morning, March 12.
PRICES: $1.50, $1.00 and 75c.

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

KERR'S

of the Best Hotels

One

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO)

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLA

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE,

BATHS

0E LUXE QUININE

BATHS

& HITCH

HOTEL

BATHS

J. E. LACOME.

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
9oeks are mended and buttons
sewed on you

extra charge.

PHONE RED 122.

without

shirts,

PHONE RED

Proprietor
Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

122.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

H. S. KAUNE
GROCERS

How

What other 1910 Resolu
tion youmay make
that

trade at KAUNE

OO.

&

,

the

coming year. It
In your own Interest, for
It means the best possible

Ourlusreuin?
o

SerYing

hast

'

f

Ci i',

Hage Is the
pro
wi m erit yours.
.

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run jcoal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR ' '".
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
,
Red Phone ' 100
Phone Red 100

fcesolu-tio- n

,

table supplies at lowest

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

you will

Is a

THE REST.

Prppi-itor-

HOne Resolution to Make

now

DO

THE HOJEL CORONADO G.LUPE HERRERA

for safe quality"

Resolve

IN CONNECTION

FHKSS THE BUTTON WE

We Are

prices are lowest

FIRST CLASS CAFE

a Good One,

& Co.
'Where

West

in the

OUR NEW PITCH

pos-

TOMAS P. DELQADO Mgr."!

sible prices.

Think it over isn't KAUNE
the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

& Oo,

d

.

ROSWELI..

Connection made wlta Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. w. Stockard,

n

.

FROM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 1910:

IS. M.

HERE IS A VERY

H. S. KAUNE

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE

Don't
Fail
to

PHONE 26

Call

mm

and

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O.
Barber Shop
'
FO. BROWN Agent.
Phone No.. 23 Red
--

OPPORTUNITY

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA v FE

& COMPANY

i

EXCEPTIONAL

.

(

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Wort
leather Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles

that
attract

,

,

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

.

Proprietor

Santa Fe,

N , M.
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tRSQMAL MENTION
F. P. Kalint of Denver, is

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

CO.

at the

Palace.

D. F. Brodersen of St. Ixmis, is at
ithe Palace.
X. A. Haiderman of St. Louis, is at
the Claire.
W. E. Smith of La Veta, is visiting
friends here.

Si?
WHEN YOU
HAVE

at the Claire.
j
Ralph Aspaas, of Tucson, Arizona,
is at the Claire.
E. L. Goff, a railroad man of Lamy,
is at Gregg's hotel.

1CW

j

Pi fir I

j

ton, is at the Coronado.
J. O. Gilchrist, a tourist from Denver, is at Gregg's hotel.
Fred .1. Walker of Xew York City,
is visiting friends here.
AV. H. Thorpe, a
surveyor of Palma,
Torrance county, is in the city on business.
R. C. Blair of Mcintosh, Torrance
county, is registered at the Coronado
hotel.
A. Franks, a well known hotel man
of
Espanola, is registered at Gregg's
j
notei. Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Cattell of San
Francisco, Calif., are sightseers in the
city.
Mrs. S. S. Sutherland, a visitor from
Tres Piedras, Taos county, is registered at the Claire.
E. G. Fuhrman, a violinist of Albuquerque, was registered yesterday

IN THE

successfully fight the business battle of life without
yourself: "If only had $1,000 NOW;"
money. Have you ever said-tMake OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
YOU CANNOT

I

-

UNITED STATES BANK

O

C- -

&

TRUST

CO- -

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.

Governor and Mrs. Mills, has entered the eighth grade of the local grammar school.
Hon. J. W. Raynolds, superintendent of the territorial penitentiary, is
reported to be slowly improving, but
is still quite seriously ill.
Miss Mollie Keas, who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. A. Haynes,
on. Johnson street, left yesterday for
her home. in Topeka, Kan. ,
George: Anton, merchant at
Rio' Arriba county, is in Santa
Fe for several days visiting his farii- ily residing on Hillside avenue.
j
i
Frank E. Andrews, supervisor of the
Jemez forest, has gone to DenVer
where he will meet his wife, who is
coming out west from Xebraska.
X. W. Mclntyre and T. E. Hill of
Denver, and T. A. Smith of St. Louis,
are here looking over the opportunities Santa Fe has to offer as a resi- dence and tourist city.
X. H. Thorpe, formerly county sur- veyor of Torrance county, and wljq
makes his home at Palma, is in Santa
Fe today on his return from a survey
ing trip to Hansonberg in eastern Socorro county.

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
St.

lZAfAsXZL7

Phone, Red

Bo. 189

I

TO SHOW GOODS

NO TROUBLE

IT IS NEAR HOUSE
CLEANING TIME

ALL KINDS OF FARMING
C- '
I
f
I O
MVJCIM T
O

A

THE

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture,

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs

FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
andbatiz&eksWdgner- folding

j

j

go-car-ts

Tney are GREA.T!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you.

JUST
Call and see the
Beautiful Flowers

ke

1

IS ALL READV NOW, IN EVERY
STYLE AND PATTERW.To SuiT

on DISPLAY:
MISS A MUGLER
Southeast Corner Plaza.

Carroll, Ph. D., of Washington, D. C, will arrive on Sunday
evening to lecture in Santa Fe next
week. The lecture will be free and
will be on an archaeological subject.
Says the Denver Rocky Mountain
News:
"Denver is just now entertaining: a
distinguished visitor in the person of
Mitchell Carroll, Ph. D., of the George
Washington university of Washington,
D. C, and secretary of the Archaeological Institute of America, who will
speak Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
at the auditorium of Miss Wolcott's

are made to perfection from our

Lumber) 'because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.,
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
.

tects, hereabouts particularly
mention our1 Lumber in their
specifications.

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CKEAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 145 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

DAY
;

Will Fill Every Prescription

school.

With strictest care and unfailing fidelity to
the doctor's orders. Too much may depend
on the medicine he prescribes to admit of
the slightest deviation, carelessness or substitution.
ONLY THE PUREST FRESH R8T DRUGS
are employed. That means not alone the
right medicine but also the right strength
aud the quickest cure. Moderate charges in
spite of our extra care and extra quality.

"This talk promises to be of ex
traordinary interest, as Colorado is
particularly concerned with the work
of the Archaeological institute. Dr.
Carroll's address will be illustarted
with sterebpticon views of the excavations of the : archaeological institute and schools. It is under the auspices of the,; Colorado Archaeological

ANY TASTE- w

mi

can Schools of Classical Studies in
Athens and Rome, the American
School for Oriental Study and Re
search in Palestine, and the School of
American Archaeology.
"The institute is composed of twenty-one
societies with a total membership of nearly 2V500. They are located in New York, Boston, Baltimore,

'

i

I
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V

DVJ ILK DKOWINJ.
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Lets Contract for Four More Modern
Cottages Is Aiding Mightily in
Upbuilding of City.
Mr. and Mrs. Miguel Chavez of
Parkview, Rio Rrriba county, today
moved into their new home on Capitol
street. They will in effect be residents of Santa Fe in the future. Mr.
Chavez is investing thousands upon
thousands of dollars in Santa Fe real
estate thus proving his faith in the
future of Santa Fe. Rows upon rows
of modern cottages and several fine
new business blocks owe their existence to him and he is today letting
the contract for four more new cottages, one on Don Gaspar avenue, one
on Galisteo street and two on San
Francisco street. August Reingardt
will probably be given the contracts.
MORGAN

solved

that That new Spring
Suit You are going io Buy

1

i

Mitchell

IMPLEMENTS

Everything in Hardware

Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburg,
Rochester, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Kansas City, St. Louis,
EMINENT SCIENTIST WILL
Los Angeles and San Francisco, and
LECTURE IN SANTA FE. the states of Connecticut, Iowa, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, and Washington."
Mitchell Carroll, Ph. D., of the George
Washington University Will Be ;
MIGUEL CHAVEZ BECOMES
a Visitor Next Week.
RESIDENT OF SANTA FE.

Ornamental Doors.

nwa

F0R THE FAMOUS
STUDEBAKER wagons

IV

Ran-chito-

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

fiuuM yyVN

JAP.A.LAC will made old fur.
niture look like new.
All kinds of floor paints, oils
varnishes, Alabastine and

at the Palace hotel.
Isidor Ferran, a business man of
Coyote, Rio Arriba county, is in Santa Fe on court business.
E. S. Williamson, a tourist from San
Francisco, is one of the sightseers
registered at the Claire.
F. A. Vigil, a business man of'
East Raton, Colfax county, was avisitor in Santa Fe today.
Miss Madeline Mills, daughter of

(Established 1882)

119 San Francisco

Spaulding 1910 Record Books F0KRL

K

WATSON & COMPANY

1

T. Wilhelm, of Roswell, is

George

'

We have just received a fresh ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.
you want a good glove, bat
MM
(When
or
ball, come in and let us show
'QsrJf fcil
innnr nvrt"

COFVfttfrHT

o CHirMO
BythJ
WE ARE .SHOWING NEW .SPRING
ftt

0KOWN

C

UIT--

THAT WILL ACTUALLY MAKE YOU HAPPY.
THE COLOR-ARE RIGHT. THEY WILL
WEAR, THEY WILL TIT. IT WILL MATCH
YOUR PUR.SE,
YOU WILL LOOK DREJEP UP.
FROM $12,50 TO $20,00.
IF YOU WANT TO PAY MORE LET JS
MAKE YOUR 5UIT To ORDER. YOU MIGHT
GO TO NEW YORK AND PAY "WETZEL"
HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR A .SUIT. DoNT Do
IT. WE WANT To 5HOW YOU WHY NOT,
OUR WALKING AD.S ARE OUR BE.ST.

W.

IN.

T0WNSEND & CO.

IS ORGANIZING

AUTOMOBILE TRUST.

'

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

&

Company..
Where your dollar buys the most.

It is an admitted fact that feal

financial men and merchants all

say

that quickest and best results are

obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.
If you want anything on earta
a New Mexican Want Ad.

.

C;
Society.
"Dr. Carroll is a man of many intellectual attainments and an authority on archaeology. He is a good
talker, and the announcement of his
address has attracted wide attention.
"The Archaeological Institute of
America was founded in Boston in
1879 to promote and direct archaeology
ical research, to stimulate the love
of the artistic and to contribute to
the higher culture of the country. It

try has under its
supervision the

Ameri- -

Capitalization is to Be Several Hundred Million Dollars Financing
Big Project.
New York, March 9. The consolidation of certain large automobile interests, having a capitalization of several hundred million dollars, is believed to be under way by J. P. Morgan
and Company, who yesterday purchased the E. M. F. Company of Detroit,
and will, it is understood, finance the
combination.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

CHOICE

APPLES

FRESH LAI n EGGS every day
ROASTING CHICKENS"

Pure 'bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under t he trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

PAY
Hour Electric Service
amid
and
n and After Marsh 1st.
This space next week for Electric Irons
Wise, m those cfak pi C&G&S and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
1A
L

.

Santa Fe Water

AND

Light Company

NOW.

f
.
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RHEUMATISM

Company,

Railway

When the blood becomes overcharged with uric acid it continually
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Cimarron
Sash
Harlnn
I'te Park, S.

Lv

B

Ar

Connects with E. I. & S. V.
IConnects with K. 1. AS, W.
SStage for Van Ilouton S. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains
NORTH BOrNH:
No. 1. 4.48 a. ni.
No. 7.6 49 p. m.

Av,

Jioelili'i'- .Colfax
(Vrrososo
Cimarron

ed

10 00
9 40

11
11
11
10

"no

Ia

f 9
9
8

Ar

i

f8

9

M.. l,v

train No. 121 arriving in linwson, S, M. ai 6:15 p.
train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a. m.
meets trains at Preston N. M.
arrive and depart from HeMoines as follow:
SOUTH P.OUND
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.
V.
a.
T.
Katon
and Preston with C, S. Ry. at
S,
Track connection with a.
Ky.nt
lies Moines K. P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N. M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Kayado
Cimarron, N. M. which
and Ked Lakes, N. M
Ute Pnrk. N. M. is depot fort he following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
Haldy Black Lakes. Cerro. Klialx t htown. LoIki, Questa, Ranclios de Taos, Ked
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining,
Dully. fFlag. f Daily except Sunday
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E. J. REDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
& G. M.,
P.
V.
Superintendent,
f
N.
M.
N.
Raton, N. M.
Raton,
Raton,
Ky,
Ky,

l

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUK FREIGHT

El Paso & Southwestern

Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 P- - m. to connect with No. 1
also takes
passpassengers for No. 2
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 d. m.

1

1

1

u

east-boun-

east-boun-
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

Professional Garo

....
....

j

lors-at-La-

a;

....

System

East or West

-

LOCAL TRAINS

j

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

The Best Route

-

1

10

HME TABLE ALL

selves near the West End saloon in
Old Town shortly before midnight
He attempted to stop the
Monday.
scrap and' suggested that the belligerents go home and sober up. Garcia
testified yesterday that the Mexicans
stopped fighting each other all right,
but turned on him and fought him
viciously. He informed them he was
an officer and that they were under
arrest. He attempted to take them
to the county jail, but the trio resist- ecj as one man aD(j flatly refused to
become nis priSOners Garcia then be- San to use his wiiv'w this weapon
was quickly taken away trom mm.
One of the Mexicans, believed to be
Lopez, drew a knife and made several
stabs at the offlcer cutting his coat

The nerves,
grows weaker, more acrid, and poorer in nourishing qualities.
muscles and joints, instead of receiving their necessary nutriment from the
west-bouncirculation are gradually filled with the sharp uratic impurity with which
,irilntirT ic lraorl onH thft noina qtwI aches nf T?.hpn ma t.icm nrft thed
natural result. No amount of rubbing, or the application of external medicines can have any direct and curative effect on the blood; the most to be
expected from such treatment is temporary relief from the pains and aches.
There is but one way to cure Rheumatism, and that is to cleanse the blood
S.S.S. is the proper treatment, because it goes
of the uric acid impurity.
west-boundown and attacks the disease at its head, and by filtering out every particle
of the uratic matter and strengthening and enriching the blood, cures
blood
Rheumatism in every form. S. S. S. changes the sour,
nerves, muscles and
to a rich, healthy stream, which quiets the pain-rackDenver and Rio Grande Railroad.
and drives Rheu- joints, cools the feverish flesh, gently removes tho cause
Train
leaves for the north at 10:15
as
those
as
cases
well
inherited
S.
S.
S.
the
reaches
from
matism
system.
One a. m.
,
.
,1
.,,Ht.
fmm a.llL lluuocio ' 00,roT.0i
in nl.rOT.o i.ACiiuv-oWIllUIll. XlttVO Ut!BU a.l.lUllCll, 11111 gUUU le&LitLO oa
in
small
a
Train arrives from the north at 4
Its use. Special book on Rheumatism containing many valuable sugges- of the knife thrusts lodged
dictionary Garcia had in one of his u. m.
tions for rheumatic sufferers and any medial advice free to all who write.
New Mexico Central.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. pockets. The book had quite a gash
t
in it and it doubtless saved tht officer
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
from being seriously injured. Seeing
Train arrives at Santa Fe al 9:45 p.
tonnage Grant county was first, and in tnat ne was up against desperate char- - m.
the production of copper stood far in acters Garcia drew a pair of steel
the lead, with 82 per cent of the year's handcuffs and smashed his assailants
This, despite the seVeral blows on the face and head,
yield to its credit.
Palace.
in copper yield wi,tn tthe result that they finally sur- decrease
1hat
the
A. S. Proctor, F. P. Kahnt, R. R. fact
as com- - rendered and accompanied him to jail,
almost
3,000,000
was
pounds,
T.
W.
N.
Mclntyre,
Blair, J. E, Boyd,
dis- 1907.
Central
The
with
Alvarez and Francisco Garcia exhibit- ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
T. A. Smith, St. pared
E. Hill, Denver;
ot
towns
inerro.
the
ed battered countenances in court yestrict.
embracing
Louis; E. G. Fuhrman, Albuquerque;
Members of the Widow Jones Com- Bayard, Hanover and Santa Rita, terday. Lopez had no marks on his
PAUL A. F. WALTER
in 1908 as the face, escaping with less serious inAttorney-at-Lapany; D. F. Brodersen, St. Louis; W. maintained its position
Grant juries than his companions.
- E. Smith, La Veta; L. Bordwell, Fred most productive district in
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
Whn given an opportunity to tell
J. Walker, New York City; Mr. and county, and the Santa Rita Mining
Mrs. W. L. Cattell. San Francisco, Company, at Santa Rita, the largest their side of the story before Judge
E. C ABBOTT
producer of copper in New Mexico, Romero yesterday the three defendCalif.
Attorney-at-Larecord
held its place with a better
ants all denied assaulting Garcia or
Claire.
Practice in the District and Suin 1907. The Comanche smelter using any weapon on him. Notwiththan
ComWidow
Jones
Members of the
Courts.
preme
Prompt and careful
which
1908
at Silver City was idle in
standing this testimony, the court attention given to all business.
pany; George T. Wilhem, Roswell;
decline.
the
copper
explains
bound them over to the grand jury Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Ralph Aspaas, Tucson, Ariz.; Mrs. S.
"In October, 1908, a new gold strike in the sum of $200 each. In default
S. Sutherland, Tres Piedras; Edith M,
western slope of the of bonds the men were remanded to
Dabb, New York City; E. S. William-- ; was made on the
CATRON & CATRON
in Grant the county jail.
Hatchet
Little
mountains,
F.
J.
San
son,
Francisco;
Jennings.
and Counsel
of
Attorneys
12
miles
southwest
about
The Mexicans have been in 'the
Wilcox; N. L. English, Hyer; N. A. county,
Office:
Catron Block
and
Hachita station (on the El Paso
United States fourteen months, com- Santa
Haiderman, St. Louis.
New Mexico
Fe,
This
camp
Southwestern
Railway.)
ing here from the interior of Mexico.
Greggs Hotel.
was called Sylvanite.
'
Tedradymite, It is said they have been employed on
J. O. Gilchrist, Denver; Members of
CHARLES F. EASLEY
of bismuth, has been re- the Santa Fe railroad as section hands
telluride
a
W.
R.
the Widow Jones Company;
of this for sevtral months past. According to
ore
occur
(Late
Surveyor General)
to
in
the
ported
Hopkins, Albuquerque; A. Franks,
Attorney-at-Lawas made to
usual
rush
The
camp.
were
men
Garcia
Sheriff
the
Deputy
B.
Las
C.
Hubblefield,
Vegas; the
Land and Mining business a speccamp, and within ten days after all drunk when he arrested them.
E. S. Goff, Lamy.
1,000 people
ialty.
the
first
nearly
discovery
Coronado. .
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
the place. During 1908
Small Holding Claim No. 1419.
Isidor Ferran, J. P. de Herman, had reached 100
ore were
tons
of
over
a
little
gold
Ra(Serial 012529.)
Coyote; Rio Arriba; J. R. Jones,
G. VOLNEY HOWARD
Pecos Forest Reserve. Not coal land
ton; Fritz Espey, Colona; Ida Patty, shipped.
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
counwas
"Socorro
in
third
county
A. C. Blaire, Mcintosh.
Department of the Interior.
all Courts of Territory
ia
Practice
United States Land Office.
ty rank in 1908. In point of gold and
Speaks
Spanish
stood
Socorro
zinc production
county
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21, 1910.
'Phone 192 Black
with a heavy lead in both met
Notice is hereby given that the fol- first,
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
MINES AND MINING
als.
The zinc output, though an in- - lowing claimant has filed notice of
- - - New Mexico
Santa
Fe,
crease over the yield of 1907, was al- - his intention to make final proof in
most 14,000,000 pounds under the pro- support of his claim under sections
RENEHAN & DAVIES
New Mexico Mineral Production Of- duction of 1906. The county yielded jj.6 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davies
ficially Reviewed The report of the 46 per cent of the total gold produc-- j (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
Attorneys-at-Ladirectors of the U. S. mint, for 1909, tion for the territory. The gold ores act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Practice in the Supreme and Disand that said proof will be made
just received, reviews the mining in- - come from the Mogollon (Cooney) dis- - (470),
'
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
trict
:
or
at
before
as
Santa
receiver
follows
this
in
the
of
register
territory
trict, in the southwest corner
dustry
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
s
"The metallic production from the county, and the zinc ore from the
Fe, N. M., (U. S. Land Office) on
New Mexico
Santa
Fe
E.
viz:
n
Jose
1910,
n
15,
April
of New Mexico for 1908 differs
Roybal,
district around Magde-iof
heir
Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N.
the yield of the base metals, as lena and Kelly.
G. W. PRICHARD
compared with that of 1907. The out-- j "0tero county ranked fourth in total M., for the lots 1 and 2, and S
and Consellor-at-La13
16
Sec.
NE
R.
T.
32,
Attorney
N.,
E.,
Put of copper, which, with zinc, has production, and third in the yield of
Practice
in
all the District Courts
15.172
acres.
source
of
revenue
the largest
j been the
There was almost twice as
goM
He names the following witnesses and gives special attention to cases
from the mines of the territory since much tonnage mined in 190s as in
to prove his actual continuous
ad before the Territorial Supreme Court.
1905, fell off heavily because of the 1907 In auantitv od. siiver and cop- verse possession of said tract for Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
,
,
in Grant and
mu
nctivitv
pTpntlv lpsspned
j
1)er snoWeaj suusiauuai increases, me
the sur
.. .
iwemy years nPYt
Santo
- pmintips nnrt the iri pnpss of Kmeiier ana, mines or me
w T?p
soumwesi vey of the township, preceding
C. W. G. WARD
viz.
a smeuer in eacn oi mese counuet,. ,smelterjng and Reduction Company,
N. M.:
Pecos.
of
Visenter
Quintana.
Territorial
District Attorney
The operations of two zinc companies at uro
e
;were operated from Ramon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia, Cal- - For San Miguel and Mora Counties
in Socorro county and the shipping of
january, 1908, to Jsiay. The plant is letano Garcia, all of Rowe, N. M.
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
a larger tonnage of zinc ore from a 250-to- n
copper matting plant. ConAny person who desires to protest
Grant county made a very creditable siderable copper ore was shipped from
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
against the allowance of said proof,
increase in production of this metal Mountain Park.
or who knows of any substantial reaw
Atto rn ey
for 1908 over the very small yield of
"The chief value of the metallic son under the laws and regulations
Courts as
Practice
District
in
the
1907, though the production of 1908 yield of Lincoln county is gold. The of the Interior
Department why such well as before the Supreme Court of
was small in comparison with that of chief districts are the
Nogal (includ-- ' proof should not be allowed will be the territory.
1904, 1905 and 1906. The yied of gold ins Bonita) and the White Oaks. The given an opportunity at the above- New Mexico
Las Cruces.
was somewhat smaller than in 1907, white Oaks district maintained its mentioned time and place to cross-ex-bthe production of siliceous and lisiia vipld nwflv in hum
from amine the witnesses of said claimant,
EDWARD C. WADE
lead ores declined. Gold from placers stamp mills.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal ot
Attorney-at-Laincreased, and a larger amount or goid
Mining operations in Luna county that submitted by claimant.
in the Supreme and DisPractices
was won from the greatly lessened in 1908 were
MANUEL R. OTERO,
curtaiied. The
greatly
of the Territory, in the
trict
Courts
tonnage of copper ores. The increase total value of the production was one- Register. Probate Court and before the U. S.
in gold from copper ores may be ex- twelfth of that in 1907. The
major
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
TO AND FROM ROSWELI..
plained by the fact that the copper
rt of the outnnt for hnth vpnra wns
Offices.
ore of Grant county, the tonnage of from lead. The National
New Mexico
Mining and
Cruces
Las
which fell off heavily in 1908, carries
Automobile
made
wltn
Connection
Company's smelter, at Dem- Smelting
less gold than the Otero county copline at Torrance for Roswell daily,
ing, was idle in 1908.
WILLIAM McKEAN
per ore, of which there was an in- j "Santa Fe county, which ranked Automobile leaves Torrance for RosAttorney-at-Lacrease of 1908.
third in total valnp nf nrnrliintinn nnr well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel)
Mining and Land Law.
at
12, noon. Automobile leaves RosThe decrease in value of copper second to Grant
New Mexico
county in yield of
Taos
overtopped the combined per in 1907( produced $2,034 in gold well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arm.
10
The
rives
at
at
Torrance
p.
increases in values of silver, lead and and silver ln 190?
lth no
"
W. A. FLEMING JONES
of Aft AAA
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
zinc -v aawu.wwu.
decrease in value of $273,836. Of the is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Bonds and Investments
"There was an increase in the num yield of 1908, 88
cent was from Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoU. S. Commissioner for the Third
per
ber of both deep and placer mines.
l
placers near Cerrillos and Golden. mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard. Judicial District of New Mexico.
Most of the new shipments, however, The cause of
'
the decrease is due to
and local bank references.
Eastern
were from small prospects.
the fact that the Santa Fe
New
Mexico
The Spanish edition of the 1909 Las Cruces
"In Dona Ana county the chief metal
smelter and Laws of New Mexico are now ready
Mining
in value of output was lead, with sil- mines at San Company's
R. W. WITTMAN
Pedro were closed the for
ver second and copper third. The out- entire
delivery. Price: Paper cover, j
of 1908.
Draftsman
year
j
full sheep,
17 cents
put was all from the Organ district,
"In Colfax county the yield of 1908 $3.25, plus 20 centspostage; Address
of records on file
furnished
Copies
postage.
$4.00, plus
near the towns of Organ and Kent. was all from
mines, and was all orders to The New Mexican Print in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
placer
The Stephenson-Bennet- t
Consolidated
- - - - New Mexico
suightly greater than in 1907. Over lng Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe,
was the chief operator in the district. three-fourth- s
of the production came
"Grant county again held second from the Moreno
district, near Eliza.
piace in tne ranK or the precious bethtown, and the rest from placers
metal producing counties. In point of on Ute creek, near Baldy.
"Sirerra county in 1908 produced
gold, silver, copper and lead valued at
$24,524, which is an increase over the
total value of the metal output of 1907
of $13,224. Most of the county yield
See the Santa Fe Agent
came from the Las Animas district,
for particulars regarding
near Hilsboro."
acid-burden- ed
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For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

.

cen-mine-

tral-wester-

1--

mmJ
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THE
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ill

Offers
OF

FROM
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
TO

Stations in British

Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
SELLING DATES

March 1st. to April 15th
J
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

VIA
and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
RETURNING
a. m.
Leaving El Paso8 009.45
p. jn.
Arriving Santa J e

Leaving Santa Fe 8,45 a. in.
Arriving El Paso 10,40 p. ti.,

Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
points ia Southern New Mexico and Arizota on Southern
Pacific and El Paso &
South-western-

...

ut

L

-

4

California

.

I

Santa
Kansas Olty
aX atat Chicago
p. m. next day
a. in 2nd day

Serafin Garcia Has an Encounter With
Three Drunken Men at Old
Albuquerque.

5,50

8.20

.

E. P. & S W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches

J.P.LYNG,
Oity AFrelght Passenger Agent

Herewith are eome Dargalni offered
the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, 1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
by

full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25?
two or more books, $1 each. New
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Now.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilation Mining Lars, 50c. Money'
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.

low rates to California and
the Northwest th's Summer.

DICTIONARY SAVES LIFE
OF DEPUTY SHERIFF.

Ke 8 45 a. m.

ve

....

Gold-Copp-

QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST

Train No.

...

j

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

J

.

a
I BEST SUGAR
I

i"

FOR TEA AND COFFEE!

BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!

1

j

$56.90

Albuquerque, N. M. March 9. Roman Alvarez, Ehtimo Lopez and Francisco Garcia, natives of Old Mexico,
were hound over to the grand jury In
the sum of $200 each by Justice of the
Peace David Perea in Old Town yesterday afternoon, as the result of a
complaint sworn out against the men
by Serafin Garcia, a deputy' sheriff of
precinct 13, who swore that the trio
attempted to kill him while resisting:
j
arrest late Monday night.
According to the officer, the trio of
Mexicans were fighting among them- t

Los Angeles

AND RETURN

or San Diego
HO One way, commencing

Limit, Six
Months

March 1st 1910.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Call on or address any
H. S. LUTZ

Santa Fe agent for particulars, time tables
Literature etc. pertaining to California and
the Great Southwest.

Agent, Santa Pe, N. M.
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One alderman in Ward No. 1 to
gress. Had we done this, we would
doubtless have been admitted much serve for the term of four years.
One alderman in Ward No. 2 to
(Continued rroin Page One.)
sooner.
for the term of four yeaers.
serve
"Carefully considered the right to
One alderman in Ward No. 3, to
been amended will not even go to
unnot
is
reject our constitution
serve for the term of four years.
conference.
Furnished Kooms for Rent, $8.00 up.
and is more than has been rejust
One alderman in Ward Xo. 4 to
I
Mr.
"The last talk had with
Mrs. MfCarley, opposite Elks' theater.
of many of the other states. It serve for the term of four years.
quired
on Saturday, just before leavdoes not in any way take away from
Each of whom are to be elected by
WANTED Girl for cooking and
ing Washington, was very encourag- us the power to form our own constia plurality of votes of the qualified
ing. He said in effect that the bill tution.
housework. Reference requirgeneral
in
Congress
It
merely gives
electors of each of the four wards
would be reported without any further
ed. Mrs. Chas. Dudrow, 238 Agua
to guard against an ultra radical said city, respectively.
power
delay and that it would be passed.
Fria street.
constitution making which might be
And further notice is hereby given
New Mexico's Friends.
to the future welfare of the in addition to the election of city offdangerous
"Back of Mr. Beveridge in support new state.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
icers as aforesaid at said election,
of the bill has been the firm insistence
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Santa
there will be elected five members of
Gifts of Land.
of President Taft and Postmaster GenCo., maps and prices at Charles E.
of
education
board
of
of
the city
"There are some questions still un- the
Michael. Real Estate.
eral Hitchcock, that the platform
Santa Fe, as follows:
land.
of
as
to
decided
appropriations
pledge to the people of the territories
educa-- j
member
board
of
One
of
the
FOR SALE 94i; acres level land,
be carried out. Without this support, This applies particularly to the ap- tion in Ward Xo. 1 to serve for the
under the Socorro ditch, 1G miles
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GKOCERY AXI) BAKERY

per lb

NICE FRESH TOMATOES

FRESH
Bananas, per

THURSDAYS

FISH
doz

15c.

35

Barrington

Fresh Kansas Eggs, doz .30
Fresh Estancia Eggs, doz 35

Hall

Cofi- -

75
fee, 2 lbs
White House Coffee, 21b. .75
Dates, new & .fresh, 21b. .25
New Seeded Raisins lib .10
Recleaned Currants lib. .10
Best Patent Flour, sack $1.65
Corn Meal 241b. sack . . .65

25
Best Lemons, doz
$1.10
Grape Fruit, doz
Oranges, Navels, 25c to 55
Sweet Potatoes, lb. .. .05
25
Potatoes, 14 lbs

2 lb for 75c. Best Butter 2 lb. for 75c.
Extra

Good
Tomatoes,
25c
No. 3's, 2 for
Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
Salmon
10, 15, 20, 25c
Columbian Milk, 3 for
1.00
25c, thirteen for

Green

Chile.

3

thirteen for

for

25c,
$1.00

.20c
per lb.
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
1909 Walnuts,

per

.

4c

lb

Three Dutch Cleansers. ..25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim15c
neys, 2 for

null 4

F. ANDREWS

Plione No. 4.

RATES

.

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4c
per lb
25c
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
. .25c
Soap .
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
Soap

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MOHERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

oniy first class Hotol in Santa Ke, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with hath on every iioor the finest; best OAKE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention Riven to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service.
The

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

GREGG

SATISFACTION

ASSURED

FIRST CLASS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
HACK

SERVICE

popJuMces

Prop.

?0KRrop

and Saddle Horses

j
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Fifty Years the Standard

Williams & Rising Attention is
called to the change of advertisement
of Williams & Rising in today's issue.
Arrested for Assault With Words
Maximiliano Chaves was arrested at
Old Albuquerque
yesterday on a
of assault with
wife
his
by
charge
words.
Moved Into Rectory The Rev. F.
V. Pratt, pastor of the
Church of
Holy Faith, has moved into the rectory at the rear of the church on Palace avenue.
j
Seat Sale Saturday Attention is
called to the Elks' theater change of
'

advertisement announcing the open- ' ing of the seat sale for Blanche Walsh
at Fischer's drug store Saturday
morning.
Shot Up Mining Camp William
Chisholme has been placed under $500
bail in Sierra county for shooting up
the mining camp of Fairview in true
style.
Santa Fe Trains Late Again Santa
Fe train No. 10 from the east and
west, and No. 3, the California flyer
from the east, were two hours late
today in getting into Santa Fe.
C. W. Dudrow No Better C.
W.
Dudrow, the well known lumber man
and one of the old timers of New Mexico, who is reported to be seriously
ill at his home, is no better today. A
consultation of physicians was held
today and Mr. Dudrow's condition
was declared more alarming than for
several days.
Medal Contest The second of the
series of oratorical contests will be
given at the Allison Mission school
next Saturday evening at 8 o'clock.
Ten boys have been trained for the
fray and it promises to be fully as interesting1 as any that have preceded it.
A cordial invitation is extended to all
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Ifflade from Grapes
Highest award Chicago
World's Fair
SOUTHERN MOB LYNCHES
NEGRO PREACHER.
Greenwood, Miss., March 9. A mob
early today lynched a negro preacher
named Wallace, who last night shot
and seriously wounded Patrolman J.
W. Slack of the Greenwood police
force. The negro was hanged to a
telegraph pole by a mob after leading
citizens had pleaded in vain that the
law be allowed to take its course.
PEARY WILL HAVE TO WAIT.
(Continued

from Page One.)

home all knowledge of the
whereabouts of the young man and
to be present.
his wife were denied. It is said young
Young Woman Terribuy Assaulted Knox did not see his mother when he
at
Minnie Davis, a went home
Albuquerque.
today.
young colored woman who has workMay Fail in
Appropriation
Irrigation
as
ed
a housemaid in the homes of a
House.
number of prominent AlbuqueTque
Washington, D. C, March 9. Severfamilies, was the victim of a brutal asmembers of the house committee
al
sault, she claims, at the hands of
Frank Hall at Albuquerque. The af- on ways and means predicted that
issuance of
fray occurred about 2::!0 this morn- the bill providing for
of certificates of inworth
woman
was
and
the
ing
dangerously
wounded, her right eye being gouged debtedness to complete irrigation proout and her body being bruised and jects, would die in the committee.
This measure has already passed
lacerated.
Senate and has the support of the
the
Club Holds
Republican
Rally
President.
A.
Edward
the
Mann,
Judge
princiDemocrats Delay Statehood.
pal speaker at last night's meeting of
Washington, D. C. March 9. The
the Republican club of ' Albuquerque,
and Chairman H. O. Bursum of the statehood bill admitting New MexRepublican territorial committee, who ico and Arizona to the Union is ready
was a guest of the club, vigorously to report. Work on the bill was comdenounced the action of the New Mex- - pleted Monday and it would have
ico Democratic committee in holding: been reported but for the request
off their action on the pending state- o Democratic members of the comhood bill, then sending a committee mittee who asked that it be held up
to Washington at the last minute, de- at the request of a committee of Demlaying the bill, when ready to be re- ocrats of New Mexico who have asked-for
a hearing next Friday. The
ported on the eve of its passage.
Knox

$30,-000,0-

Republicans on the committee were
opposed to any further delay now that
the bill has been agred upon, but
Senator Kean finally voted with the
Democrats to allow for the delay and
the bill wkll go over and will not be

reported until after this hearing which
has been set for Friday. The exact
nature of the business which the New
Mexico Democrats have with the committee is not understood here, but it
is understood to have to do with the
provision giving Congress the right to
reject the" constitution of the new
states. It was announced more than
ten days ago that hearings on this
bill before the committee had closed
and the request for an additional hearing at this date has caused uneasiness
among the friends of the bill who fear
that any kind of delay now may work
against it.
Farmers Blamed for High Prices.
Washington, March 9. Retail meat
dealers placed upon the farmers and
the packers responsibility for the
higher price of meat in testimony
given before the select senate committee that began its inquiry into the increasing cost of living.
FOREST

.EN

from Washington and states that A.
B. Recknagel, assistant chief of silviculture at Albuquerque, is at the head
of a party of eight forest service
cruisers now at work at the head of
Little Alaqua.
The crew will proceed westward to
the western border on East Bay river.
An accurate survey of all the government land will be taken, the stumpage
estimated, and a report made of the
number of turpentine cups that, in
accordance with the latest federal regulations, may properly be placed on
the forest.
When the cruisers shall have completed their work on the Choctawhat-chee- ,
a similar inspection of the Ocala
forest will be made. It is thought the
surveys will engage the force till the
beginning of summer. Sites have been
selected for the rangers' houses, to
be built by contract.
A local estimator figures that the
l
and road funds will
profit by the turpentining,
grazing,
timber cutting and other receipts of
the Choctawhatchee forest to the extent of $700 or $800 this first year,
since twenty-fivper cent of all such
revenues is to go into these two funds.
county-schoo-

e

FEELING

SERVICE CRUISERS
AT WORK IN FLORIDA.

A. B. Recknagel of Albuquerque

Party of Eight Surveys
East Bay River.

Heads
Near

That the state of Florida is about
to get its first practical experience
of the results of national forest administration is made known in a communication received this morning by
Supervisor iStewart of the Pecos forest. The letter telling of the work is

IN COLOMBIA; INTENSE.

Colombia,

Bogota,

March

d

First Showing of Spring & Summer Millinery at

STORE
GRANDEST DISPLAY OF LADIES MILLINERY

that ever was shown, not only in Santa Fe, but
the Territory of New Mex
Mrs. Welvart, having just returned from the Easteramarkets, has every thing for the inspection of
the public. You are all invited to look at the .munificent display of GAGE, FISKE and other
Tailored Hats. Also dress Hats. It will cost yoi nothing to look and it will convince you that you
can get the best and most beautifully trimmed hats of the latest models, at a third less than you
would pay in any other millinery establishment.
Mrs. Jeanette Welvart, the designer needs no introduction as she is regarded as the best milliner
in New Mexico.

WATCH for our grand opening to be announced later.

9.

Riot

ing which began on Monday" with a
quarrel between the manager, of the
American-ownestreet railway and a
police officer, continues aikl the
feeling is intense. The mob
which forced the suspension of the
street railway traffic committed further violence during the night and the
American manager was forced to seek
safety at the United States legation.

MRS. JEANETTE WELVART at

NATHAN 6 A L AV Q N ASSi

